2013 ESPN Fantasy Baseball 2013 DRAFT KIT
INCLUDES 12-TEAM NL-ML DOLLAR VALUES

FIRST BASEMEN
1. (50) Joey Votto, Cin, 1B $440
2. (14) Lance Berkman, TB, 1B, OF $349
3. (40) Michael Morse, Was, 1B, OF $210
4. (4) Miguel Cabrera, Det, 1B $200
5. (59) Fred Greene, ATL, 1B $200
6. (23) Carlos Lee, Hou, 1B $140
7. (8) Gaby Sanchez, Mia, 1B $120
8. (70) Adrian Gonzalez, LA, 1B $110
9. (95) Ryan Howard, Phi, 1B $100
10. (41) Jim Thome, Phi, 1B $100

SECOND BASEMEN
1. (23) Dan Uggla, Atl, 2B $230
2. (26) Brandon Phillips, Cin, 2B $220
3. (51) Rickie Weeks, Mil, 2B $210
4. (8) Chase Utley, Phi, 2B $200
5. (60) Neil Walker, NYM, 2B $200
6. (84) Ryan Roberts, Ari, 2B, 3B $190
7. (52) Howie Kendrick, LA, 2B $180
8. (104) Aaron Hill, Ari, 2B $180
9. (121) Daniel Murphy, NYM, 2B, 1B, 3B $180
10. (112) Omar Infante, Mia, 2B $180

THIRD BASEMEN
1. (2) Troy Tulowitzki, Col, SS $330
2. (1) Matt Kemp, LAD, OF $320
3. (5) Jose Reyes, Mia, SS $310
4. (58) Matt Wieters, BAL, C $300
5. (82) Hanley Ramirez, Mia, SS, 3B $290
6. (40) Mike Trout, LAD, OF $290
7. (80) Matt Wieters, BAL, C $280
8. (110) Todd Frazier, CLE, 3B $280
9. (24) Alex Rodriguez, Tex, SS, 3B $280
10. (2) Matt Kemp, LAD, OF $260

CATCHERS
1. (144) Brian McCann, Atl, C $290
2. (1) Matt Wieters, BAL, C $280
3. (5) Jose Reyes, Mia, SS $270
4. (58) Matt Wieters, BAL, C $270
5. (82) Hanley Ramirez, Mia, SS, 3B $260
6. (40) Mike Trout, LAD, OF $260
7. (80) Matt Wieters, BAL, C $250
8. (110) Todd Frazier, CLE, 3B $250
9. (24) Alex Rodriguez, Tex, SS, 3B $250
10. (2) Matt Kemp, LAD, OF $240

OUTFIELDERS (1ST TD)
1. (49) David DeJesus, CHC, OF $280
2. (50) Ryan Ludwick, Cin, OF $270
3. (103) Andruw Jones, Tor, OF $260
4. (217) Garrett Jones, PIT, OF, 1B $250
5. (110) Mike Carp, Sea, OF $240
6. (52) Mike Carp, Sea, OF $240
7. (234) Aaron Brown, PHI, OF $230
8. (263) Ryan Raburn, DET, OF $220
9. (240) Brandon Belt, SF, 1B, OF $210
10. (53) Carl Crawford, NYY, OF $200

OUTFIELDERS (2ND TD)
1. (16) Elvis Andrus, TEX, SS $280
2. (19) Clayton Kershaw, LAD, SP $270
3. (16) Tim Lincecum, SF, SP $260
4. (20) Cole Hamels, PHI, SP $250
5. (31) Matt Cain, SF, SP $240
6. (55) Yovani Gallardo, MIL, SP $230
7. (15) Madison Bumgarner, SF, SP $220
8. (13) Mat Latos, CIN, SP $210
9. (20) Adam Wainwright, STL, SP $200
10. (18) Matt Garza, CHC, SP $190

SHORTSTOPS
1. (206) Troy Tulowitzki, Col, SS $330
2. (231) Troy Tulowitzki, Col, SS $330
3. (169) Troy Tulowitzki, Col, SS $330
4. (234) Troy Tulowitzki, Col, SS $330
5. (234) Troy Tulowitzki, Col, SS $330
6. (234) Troy Tulowitzki, Col, SS $330
7. (234) Troy Tulowitzki, Col, SS $330
8. (234) Troy Tulowitzki, Col, SS $330
9. (234) Troy Tulowitzki, Col, SS $330
10. (234) Troy Tulowitzki, Col, SS $330

DESIGNATED HITTERS
1. (250) Jim Thome, PHI, DH $200

Starting Pitchers (1st TD)
1. (102) Clayton Kershaw, LAD, SP $160
2. (91) Chris Carpenter, StL, SP $150
3. (92) Cole Hamels, PHI, SP $140
4. (127) Yovani Gallardo, MIL, SP $130
5. (15) Madison Bumgarner, SF, SP $120
6. (20) Adam Wainwright, STL, SP $110
7. (18) Matt Garza, CHC, SP $100
8. (13) Mat Latos, CIN, SP $90
9. (20) Adam Wainwright, STL, SP $80
10. (18) Matt Garza, CHC, SP $70

Starting Pitchers (2nd TD)
1. (4) Justin Verlander, DET, SP $160
2. (4) Justin Verlander, DET, SP $160
3. (4) Justin Verlander, DET, SP $160
4. (4) Justin Verlander, DET, SP $160
5. (4) Justin Verlander, DET, SP $160
6. (4) Justin Verlander, DET, SP $160
7. (4) Justin Verlander, DET, SP $160
8. (4) Justin Verlander, DET, SP $160
9. (4) Justin Verlander, DET, SP $160
10. (4) Justin Verlander, DET, SP $160

Early Bird: $11
Mixed League dollar value

Rankings based on 2012 projected value in 5-k 5 x 5 rotisserie leagues:
Roto: C: 2, 1B: 12, 2B: 3, 3B: 1, SS: 1, CF: 5, OF: 1, UT: 7, RF: 2, SP: 5
Player value based on 2012 team value with $200 budget

Last Update: Wednesday, April 3, 2013

ESPn Insider can get custom rotisserie dollar values at ESPn.com/dollarvalues